Purpose: Breast magnetic resonance imaging is highly sensitive but not very specific for the detection of breast cancer. Opportunities exist to supplement the image acquisition with a more specific modality provided the technical challenges of meeting space limitations inside the bore, restricted breast access, and electromagnetic compatibility requirements can be overcome. Magnetic resonance (MR) and microwave tomography (MT) are complementary and synergistic because the high resolution of MR is used to encode spatial priors on breast geometry and internal parenchymal features that have distinct electrical properties (i.e., fat vs fibroglandular tissue) for microwave tomography. Methods: The authors have overcome integration challenges associated with combining MT with MR to produce a new coregistered, multimodality breast imaging platform-magnetic resonance microwave tomography, including: substantial illumination tank size reduction specific to the confined MR bore diameter, minimization of metal content and composition, reduction of metal artifacts in the MR images, and suppression of unwanted MT multipath signals. Results: MR SNR exceeding 40 dB can be obtained. Proper filtering of MR signals reduces MT data degradation allowing MT SNR of 20 dB to be obtained, which is sufficient for image reconstruction. When MR spatial priors are incorporated into the recovery of MT property estimates, the errors between the recovered versus actual dielectric properties approach 5%. Conclusions: The phantom and human subject exams presented here are the first demonstration of combining MT with MR to improve the accuracy of the reconstructed MT images.
INTRODUCTION
Clinically, MR is the most sensitive exam for cancer surveillance especially in the dense breast. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Indeed, national guidelines now recommend regular breast MR screening exams in women with an elevated lifetime breast cancer risk of 20% or more. 6 Breast MR has been used successfully to monitor treatment response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy and is deployed routinely for cancer staging and surgical treatment planning. 7, 8 Thus, even with pressures from healthcare cost containment, the emergence of x-ray tomographic systems [9] [10] [11] and the relative expense of an exam, the number of breast MR studies is likely to continue to grow in the future because of their exquisite soft-tissue delineation. However, breast MR has a substantial false positive rate-13% to 19% 12, 13 -and it is imperfect when used to monitor treatment or follow the breast for recurrence 14, 15 due to its reliance on gadolinium as a nonspecific contrast agent. The number of false positives caused by the technique is particularly troubling because of the clinical management burden that is created by the increase in contrast-enhancing foci that need to be evaluated. In addition, in a limited number of patients with kidney disease, the toxicity side effects from the gadolinium are a significant health risk. 16 As a result, opportunities exist to supplement the diagnostic information derived from MR, especially if the adjunctive data were coregistered with the MR image volume and could be seamlessly acquired during the same procedure. This type of coregistered, complementary image data could improve the specificity of breast MR, allowing the diagnostic community to harness the substantial clinical benefits of the technique without also having to cope with the additional uncertainty it often generates.
Microwave tomography (MT) has been studied in simulation, phantom, and pilot clinical experiments for over 30 years. [17] [18] [19] Motivation arises primarily from the fact that the inherent dielectric properties of tissues can vary considerably, and when they deviate from their normal range they can become biomarkers of various pathologies including cancer, ischemic heart tissue, leukemia, and bone degradation. 18, [20] [21] [22] [23] MT has the added benefit that microwave signals are nonionizing unlike x-ray computed tomography (CT), mammography, and positron emission tomography (PET). [24] [25] [26] We have shown that MT has substantial diagnostic potential, especially in the discrimination of breast cancer from other benign abnormalities. 19 This study reported an AUC [area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve] as high as 0.89 for breast lesions larger than 1 cm 19 which is comparable to diagnostic outcomes for MR. 5 These results are due to the excellent specificity of the MT technique compared with superior sensitivity as in the case of MR. 27, 28 Our MT data indicate that the proportional increase in (electrical) permittivity, which has been observed with increasing breast density, 20, 29, 30 also results in cancer and reflects higher water content in breast disease. However, the threshold change found in cancer (electrical) conductivity occurs because the amount of water in malignancy is sufficient to saturate its local binding sites leading to an increase in unbound water in cancer that is not evident in either dense normal parenchyma or other benign processes in the breast. The bound water fraction in breast cancers has also been studied in vivo with optical spectroscopy 31, 32 and these results are consistent with our MT findings that breast cancers have a higher fraction of free water-i.e., lower bound water index, BWI (which is largely responsible for the considerable conductivity contrast we observed in tumors with MT). Interestingly, the optical measurements were shown to be directly proportional to the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) in phantoms, 33 but the in vivo results contradict other ADC measurements in breast cancer-the latter indicating that water mobility in tumors is decreased relative to benign lesions and normal breast parenchyma. 34 The low water mobility reported with diffusion-weighted (DW) MRI may be related to the number of macromolecules and cellular membranes in breast cancers which can compromise local measurements of bound vs free water with DW-MRI (because these constituents represent potential barriers to free water diffusion). While the exact mechanisms involved (which would explain the differences in the bound water optical, and similarly our MT, results, and ADC DW-MRI measurements in breast cancers) are unclear, MT permittivity and conductivity (like the optical results) appear to be sensitive to different attributes of the tumor microenvironment which govern bound-free water fraction and ionic flow relative to MRI parameters (such as ADC); and thus, offer the potential of new complementary information for breast cancer diagnosis that could improve the specificity of breast MR.
At microwave frequencies above a few GHz, the dielectric properties of tissue water, be it bound or free, are effectively the same as bulk water; 35 however, tissue water behaves differently at lower microwave and UHF frequencies, and whether it is free or bound is critical in determining its observed dielectric properties. For example, studies have shown that while permittivity follows a typical MaxwellFricke mixture law fairly closely in terms of water content at lower frequencies, conductivity exhibits a deviation that is directly related to bound water fraction. 36, 37 In effect, tissue conductivity cannot increase appreciably until sufficient free water is available for the free flow of ions, and bound water does not offer this environment. Rather, bound water has its own relaxation frequency ranging between 0.1 and 1 GHz depending on the degree of binding. 35 An additional tissue relaxation process, termed UHF relaxation, 38 which operates primarily in the UHF and lower microwave frequency range, has the net effect of substantially decreasing the conductivity of tissue in the low GHz region. 23 Thus, while permittivity increases almost linearly with increased overall water content in this spectral span, conductivity remains low until high overall water content is reached, allowing the conductivity of tissue with high amounts of bound water (e.g., fibroglandular tissue) to be low, but tumor conductivity to be high because of a much larger proportion of free water. While these formative studies were performed primarily in muscle where the amount of bound water was estimated to be equivalent to 0.4-0.6 g of water per gram of protein, fibroglandular breast tissue is comprised largely of hyaluronic acid which has been called a "sponge" because of the way it binds water. 39 Hence, one would expect the free/bound water effect to be even more pronounced in fibroglandular breast tissue than in muscle given that the hyaluronic acid in the former is known to bind as much as 0.7-1.0 g of water per each gram of sugar. 40 Interestingly, the phenomenon was not observed in the dielectric property studies of Lazebnik et al.; 20, 41 however, this characteristic of tissue conductivity is apparent at frequencies below 2.5 GHz where the bound water effects and UHF relaxation are known to influence the dielectric properties. 35, 36, 38 Further, the Lazebnik reports applied a single Cole-Cole relaxation over the analysis bandwidth (0.5-20 GHz) whereas studies 38 indicate that a substantial deviation occurs in tissue dielectric properties from a single Cole-Cole curve around 2.0-2.5 GHz-the implication being that bound/free water differentiation is only observable at the lower frequencies. Thus, these tissue conductivity behaviors may have been overlooked in the Lazebnik data because a single Cole-Cole relaxation was applied, and the conductivity values of tissue are often two orders of magnitude less than those at higher frequencies (which then dominated the single dispersion fit, and missed this potentially important and promising contrast regime).
Unfortunately, the spatial resolution of MT is relatively poor and detection of sharp transitions in microwave properties is blurred substantially by the regularization that is required to stabilize MT image reconstruction. Thus, the diagnostic potential that appears to be available in the intrinsic microwave property characteristics of normal, abnormal benign, and malignant breast tissue have not been fully realized. Consistently with other diffuse imaging technologies when combined with MR, 42 we have found that the spatial scale on which microwave properties can be accurately recovered is substantially improved when anatomical information from MR is included. 43, 44 As a result, we have pursued a new combined imaging technology, termed Magnetic Resonance Microwave Tomography (MRMT).
Concurrent combination breast imaging in the diagnostic/screening setting has been dominated by the addition of optical methods to conventional modalities, for example, to x-rays, [45] [46] [47] ultrasound, 48, 49 and MR; 42, 50 most likely because optical technologies offer the potential of molecular specificity that can be integrated with clinically accepted breast imaging methods at moderate cost. We have experience at Dartmouth with multimodality combinations involving diffuse light in the near-infrared, termed Near InfraRed Spectral Tomography (NIRST), and have developed platforms with breast x-ray tomosynthesis 51, 52 and MR. 53, 54 Similar to MT, NIRST alone provides molecular specificity in terms of intrinsic breast tissue composition, but at poor spatial resolution, and when used in combination is significantly advantaged by the high-resolution spatial information provided by traditional breast imaging. The most robust and diagnostically significant NIRST parameter has been total hemoglobin concentration, Hb T , evidently because it is a surrogate for localized vascular density and associated angiogenic activity in cancers. 19, 55 In prior studies, 29 MT conductivity has been highly correlated with NIRST Hb T in the breasts of women examined with both modalities, and hence, the addition of MR spatial information should similarly strengthen the diagnostic accuracy of MT. Further, MT offers some potential advantages over NIRST-namely, its noncontacting imaging array (eliminating poor/inconsistent sensor contact effects, albeit a coupling fluid is involved), and its much higher frequency signal amplitude and phase for image reconstruction (NIRST light is amplitude-modulated around 100 MHz to generate the detected signal amplitude and phase response) with much less signal attenuation (NIRST attenuation is also dependent on the source wavelengths of light). Whether MRMT proves to outperform its MR-NIRST analog, or some other multimodality breast imaging combination remains to be seen, but at minimum, a robust MRMT breast imaging platform must first be developed before any quantitative (data-driven) comparisons can occur.
Accordingly, in this paper we present the first combination of MT with MR in the clinical setting of breast imaging. While related efforts are currently underway to image the breast serially with MR and microwaves by fixing the breast in a thermoplastic mold 56 to allow for comparison and coregistration of the MR and microwave image data, this effort has not yet been realized in a clinical form. In our implementation, the subject undergoes a standard contrast-enhanced breast MRI exam simultaneously with the MT data acquisition, and suspicious regions identified by the MR contrast enhancement are segmented and integrated into a soft prior image reconstruction technique summarized below. 44 Here, we have strategically reduced the size of the MT imaging array and associated coupling fluid to accommodate variable breast sizes even within the MR scanner bore. In addition, the nonmagnetic monopole antennas with their low-profile design function effectively in the MR environment because they cause modest (and acceptable) MR image distortions in the breast volume of interest. The radiofrequency (RF) gradients applied during MR sequences produce high power signal bursts that can saturate and desensitize the MT receivers, and subsequently disrupt the electromagnetic (EM) signals of interest. We discuss these compatibility issues and demonstrate strategies to minimize signal corruption through hardware modifications which are subsequently validated through phantom experiments. Finally, we present some of the first examples of MT image recovery where spatial information from MR images has been encoded via our soft prior regularization scheme 44 to produce accurate estimates of the microwave properties of internal features identified through MR. 57 
METHODS
In this section, we describe the current MR and MT systems and their integration. Descriptions include a summary of our microwave tomography technique, the MR scanner specifications, and the basic layout of the MT data acquisition hardware, illumination tank, and associated cabling. We discuss the MT antenna configuration and considerations for minimizing its impact on the MR images. We also present strategies implemented for minimizing MT multipath signals in the confined, near-field radiation zone of the antenna array when placed in the bore of the MR scanner and analyze effects of the MR RF gradients on the MT signals of interest. Finally, we summarize modifications to our MT image reconstruction methods which exploit the coregistered anatomical information available from the MR image volume.
2.A. Microwave tomography
Microwave tomography is analogous to classical x-ray tomography in that a target of interest (i.e., the breast) is illuminated sequentially with antennas surrounding the tissue, and the associated scattered signals resulting from each illumination are measured by the remaining antennas constituting the imaging array. In the case of our imaging system, the breast is pendant in a coupling liquid comprised of glycerin and water that includes an array of monopole antennas. The lossy nature of the liquid minimizes multipath contributions arising from unwanted signal reflections off the tank walls and base, dampens mutual coupling artifacts between adjacent antennas, and provides an appropriate impedance match to minimize signal attenuation from reflections at the breast/liquid surface. We utilize a Gauss-Newton iterative algorithm to reconstruct microwave property images (i.e., electrical permittivity and conductivity) which has been shown to produce both 2D and 3D images 30, 58 from data acquired during clinical breast exams. This technique turns image reconstruction into a parameter estimation problem that seeks to minimize the differences between measured and computed electric field values written as
where E m and E c are the measured and computed field values, respectively, and k 2 is the wavenumber squared which is comprised of the dielectric properties-in this case the permittivity (ε) and conductivity (σ )-within the target region. During minimization, the k 2 distribution is updated at each iteration through solution of the field problem to generate E c based on the current estimate of the microwave property distribution (i.e., k 2 ). The process terminates once the L 2 norm of the residual has reached a minimum. Unlike x-ray CT, the microwave signals are highly scattered by the intervening tissue which contributes to the imaging problem being nonlinear and ill-posed. To address these issues, we have exploited a classical Box-Cox transformation which stabilizes the data variance and produces a more normal distribution of the problem residual. 59 In this case, we apply the log transformation which modifies the minimization statement in Eq. (1) to produce
where and are the log amplitude and phase of the electric fields in Eq. (1), respectively. The process has enabled us to reconstruct images without the typical limitations in microwave tomography such as instability and convergence to local minima. 60 To the best of our knowledge, only a few groups, including ours, have adopted this technique and are able to reconstruct images directly from the data without introducing prior information on the property values, themselves. 61, 62 The algorithm is applicable to both 2D and 3D problems and is readily integrated with spatial priors, 43, 44 as described in more detail below (in Sec. 2.E). It has also been applied with other minimization techniques such as contrast source inversion. 61 More details about the algorithm are available in earlier works.
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2.B. MR and MT system configurations
The MR scanner was a Philips Achieva (X-series) 3T unit which provided eight acquisition channels and imposed gradient strengths up to 80 mT/m. Software release R2.6.3.7 was installed on the system at time of the phantom and human subject studies described here. The Philips breast software package (release 2061) was also available and two circular flex coils [Sense Flex Medium IPX4, Philips Healthcare; see Figs. 1(b) and 9] were placed around the breast during clinical exams in lieu of a more conventional breast coil platform FIG. 1. Photographs of (a) the MT data acquisition system (1) in the MR control room with feedline cables attached to the SMA mounted bulkhead penetration panel (2), (b) the MR-compatible imaging tank (3) with mounted flex coils (4) and semirigid cables extending from the MT antenna array (5), (c) side view of the imaging tank with a breast phantom (6) surrounded by the MT antenna array (7), and (d) a top-down view of the imaging tank with a phantom having large (8) and small (9) inclusions showing cables (10) attached to flange connectors in the tank base.
which was replaced by the MT antenna array and associated fluid coupling tank.
MT system electronics were positioned outside the scanner bay by running long, flexible coaxial cables from the antenna array in the MR bore to 16 SMA flange connectors located on a custom penetration panel between the exam and external control rooms. Figure 1(a) shows our dedicated, standalone breast imaging system positioned next to the MR penetration panel (on the control room side) with short coaxial cables connecting its transceiver modules to the panel bulkhead. While the longer feedlines to the active antennas in the array add considerable signal loss (7.9 dB return path attenuation at 1.5 GHz for the 6.5 m cables-LMR200 from Times Microwave Systems, Wallingford, CT), they did allow us to connect a MR-compatible MT tank/antenna array with our standalone electronics system docked in the MR control room. Lower loss cables are available (e.g., LMR600-2.0 dB loss at 1.5 GHz for the return path loss over 6.5 m long cables) and will be implemented in the future, which will allow MT operation at higher excitation frequencies (e.g., up to 2.5 GHz, since signal losses in the MT imaging tank increase considerably with frequency). Similar to our dedicated MT breast imaging array when used standalone, the monopole antennas were configured on a 15.2 cm diameter circle and each antenna was operational in either transmit or receive modes. For each image, we collected 240 measurements (16 transmitter × 15 receivers) at discrete frequencies from 700 to 1700 MHz in 200 MHz increments.
2.C. MR image artifact reduction
An important consideration in combining MT with MR is reduction of MR image artifacts caused by the presence of the MT array. Toward this end, we minimized metal content in the MT array whenever possible. For example, the connections leading directly away from the illumination tank were replaced with 3.58 mm diameter, semirigid coaxial cables consisting of a copper outer conductor and a silver-plated, copper center conductor as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Once these connections were extended more than 1 m from the MT imaging tank, they were transitioned to flexible coaxial lines which were far more convenient and practical for the long spans from the scanner to the penetration panel interface. Phantom studies were performed to evaluate the EM compatibility of connectors, cables, and other MT array components by assessing their effects on the MR image. Figure 1 
2.D. MT multipath signal attenuation
Multipath signals are especially challenging in the nearfield of antenna arrays when little opportunity exists for natural physical isolation of transmitters and receivers. Utilization of a lossy coupling fluid is very effective in reducing multipath effects. For example, in earlier work, we determined that the tank side walls could be placed as close as 7 cm from the antennas without reflections (from the walls) interfering with the transmission signals of interest. 68 In addition, we found that the tips of the monopole antennas could be placed as close as 2 mm from the air-liquid interface without inducing major artifacts in the MT images. 68 However, our standalone antenna arrays were housed in relatively deep tanks (typically 24-30 cm in depth) which did not appear to promote multipath signals. Since space is a premium in the MR bore, we initially reduced the MT tank height to 8.0 cm with shorter, straight antenna feedlines [ Fig. 2(a) ]. As described in more detail elsewhere, 69 this configuration generated multipath signals resulting from surface wave propagation (down and up the outside of the coaxial feedlines) along the tank base/liquid interface. A minimum feedline length of 9.0 cm in the lossy liquid was found to attenuate these surface currents to a level comparable to our deeper standalone MT antenna chamber. We retained the shorter 8.0 cm height tank (required for use in the MR bore) by precision bending the semirigid coaxial lines into a serpentine shape as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
2.E. MT image reconstruction: Soft prior regularization
We adapted our log-transformed Gauss-Newton iterative reconstruction algorithm 64 with a regularization process which penalizes the weightings between two pixels in different predetermined regions of the imaging field-of-view, but rewards property uniformity for pixels within the same region. The predetermined or prior regions were created through MR segmentation of the anatomical structures of interest, for example, the adipose and fibroglandular tissues in the breast. The details can be understood more clearly in the following equation:
which is used to calculate the updates to the image ( k 2 ) during the iterative process where J is the Jacobian matrix, T designates matrix transpose, λ is the regularization parameter, and the subscript o designates the starting value of k 2 . The soft prior matrix, L, encodes the spatial information and is implemented for a simple two region case as where N 1 and N 2 are the number of nodes within each of the two predefined regions of the reconstruction mesh. This can be easily generalized to an arbitrary number of regions. In effect, the regularization prefers image reconstruction solutions with property uniformity in the segmented zones but does not constrain the properties to be constant; that is, property variation within zones that is consistent with the generation of model responses which match the measurement data is allowed (hence, the soft prior nomenclature). The resulting image reconstruction algorithm has proved to be robust, is not sensitive to initial property distribution estimates (we use coupling fluid values as the starting point for each region), and does not suffer from convergence to local minima. 60 Computational details and performance characterization of the method have been reported. 44 
2.F. Region identification, segmentation, and mesh generation
Effective encoding of spatial priors in microwave image reconstruction requires software tools for region identification, segmentation, and mesh generation. In this study, we identified two tissue types-adipose and fibroglandular tissueand they were assumed, individually, to be of similar electrical properties during the soft prior reconstruction. We used an inhouse MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) graphical user interface (GUI) to segment the regions of interest in the appropriate MR image cross-section of the breast (or phantom). For the MR image and soft prior mesh created from the breast exam described in Sec. 3.D [Figs. 10(b) and 10(c)], the 2D triangular-element reconstruction mesh was comprised of 2473 nodes and 4647 elements. In order to capture the irregular tissue geometry appropriately, the GUI controls the nodal sampling density and deploys a sufficient number of nodes on the boundaries of adjacent regions so that the interfaces between predefined (spatial prior) zones in the reconstructed image are smooth.
RESULTS
In this section, we present results on MR image artifacts, MT amplifier desensitization, and phantom and breast images from our combined MRMT system. Figure 3 shows T 2 -weighted (T2W) MR images of a 10.8 cm diameter cylindrical breast phantom (84:16 glycerin/water) with 4.2 and 2.0 cm diameter cylindrical inclusions filled with 72% and 55% glycerin mixtures, respectively. The MR imaging sequence consisted of T2W TSE (turbo spin echo) with TR = 3000 ms, TE = 160 ms, and slice thickness = 3 mm. The first imaging plane (a) transects the monopole antennas while the second (b) intersects the coaxial feedlines 3 cm below the exposed dielectric which marks the antenna-feedline interface. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) present MR images acquired when cables with silver-plated copper center conductors were used. For the tissue imaging plane in (a), minor artifacts are evident around the surrounding antennas, but these distortions do not impact the phantom image quality which has a MR signal-to-noise ratio of 41 dB. In fact, the positions of the antennas are accurately marked for coregistration of the MT array geometry relative to the tissue of interest. At the lower plane transecting the feedline in (b), the artifacts have increased and perturbations in the shape of the phantom and its inclusions are evident but the MR SNR remains high at 43 dB. The MR image in Fig. 3(c) of the same phantom (with only the smaller inclusion) were acquired in the same plane as Fig. 3(a) , but with coaxial lines having steel center conductors dropping the SNR to 4 dB which demonstrates the importance of maximizing the MR compatibility of the MT antenna array.
3.A. MR image artifacts from MT
3.B. MT signal corruption from MR
The RF pulses from the MR system occur primarily at the Larmor frequency (128 MHz for the 3T system used here). Indeed, measurements through the antenna with an Agilent E4402B Spectrum Analyzer (SA) indicated high signal FIG. 4 . Measured 1300 MHz MT signal amplitudes as a function of receiver number for all 16 transmitting antennas when the imaging tank is placed in the MR bore and MR data are acquired with (a) no high pass filters, and (b) two high pass filters installed in the MT measurement channels, respectively. The distorted curves (transmitters 5, 7, 13, and 16) are those which extend below the −80 dBm level in (a) . levels at the Larmor frequency and its harmonics. These data were measured with the antenna array submerged in an 80% glycerin coupling bath and the acquired signals transmitted through the long coaxial cables and connector bulkhead to the SA. Despite the fluid bath attenuation (which does drop substantially at frequencies as low as the Larmor fundamental frequency) and the relatively poor coupling efficiency to the antenna, the power levels measured for the Larmor fundamental and first six harmonics (128, 255, 383, 510, 638, 766, and 893 MHz, respectively) were nominally 0, −40, −50, −67, −72, −77, and −79 dBm, respectively. Because of the transient nature of the RF pulses, these power levels were estimates based on visual observations of the SA during continuous operation of the MR scanner. Figure 4(a) shows plots of the measured MT signal amplitudes (uncalibrated) at 1300 MHz for 15 receivers collecting data from all 16 transmitters delivering 1 mW (0 dBm) of power. Many of the data traces exhibit the typical pattern for received signals, i.e., a symmetric parabolic distribution with the minimum signal occurring at the receiver directly opposite the transmitter in the circular antenna array. (Note that there are minor variations between the curves due to the fact that the gains of the different receive and transmit channels are not identical. Given that these are uncalibrated data sets, we would not expect perfect alignment, but the overall trends are instructive.) However, the power levels for the four corrupted sets (transmitters 5, 7, 13, and 16) are 20-40 dB lower than those received from the other transmitters. Because the MR RF pulses are intermittent and not synchronized with the MT data acquisition, the distortions did not affect all transmissions. Had the signal distortions been from simple constructive (or destructive) addition of one of the Larmor harmonics with the transmitted signals of interest, positive and negative perturbations around the predicted pattern would have been visible mostly at the lower signal levels. This would have been a more predictable corruption mechanism. Instead, the distortions evident in Fig. 4(a) appear to be the result of amplifier desensitization, whereby corrupting signals are processed simultaneously with those of interest and have sufficiently high amplitude to saturate the small signal amplification required for the signal of interest. Given that the measured signal leakage from the fundamental Larmor frequency was 0 dBm after being picked up by an antenna, it easily saturates the first stage of 20 dB of receiver amplification (subsequent cascaded amplifier gain elements are even more saturated). After installing two VHF-740 Mini-Circuits high pass filters (combined attenuation of 122 dB at 128 MHz), the distortions appearing transiently in Fig. 4(a) completely disappear as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
3.C. Phantom imaging experiments
During the initial stages of MRMT system development, we completed a number of phantom experiments where the MT data were collected both inside the MR bore during (MR) scanning and outside the MR bore (in the MR control room) as a data quality check on the fully integrated MRMT hardware. These experiments were cumbersome and lengthy to perform because we had to assemble/disassemble the long cable connections from the custom penetration panel to the phantom-bearing intrabore MT antenna array as well as the short cable connections from the MT data acquisition hardware to the penetration panel, and reassemble all of these connections when the phantom-bearing MT array was relocated (from the scanner bore) to the MR control room. Figure 5 shows a representative pair of permittivity images based on intra-and extra-bore MT data obtained from the same type of three-region, two-inclusion phantom described in more detail below, which demonstrate that the image recovery from the two MT data sets (intra and extra-bore) is very similar. Here, the corresponding conductivity images are not presented because they did not localize the inclusions in either case. Improvements in our hardware and experimental procedures (e.g., we moved from the high to low profile tank/curved antenna array; see Fig. 1 vs Fig. 2 ) subsequently led to suc- cessful recovery of conductivity images (e.g., in Fig. 7 ), but we did not return to these types of intra/extra-bore experiments because of their logistical complexities.
We then performed full intrabore MRMT phantom experiments with simultaneous MR and MT data acquisition. The MR sequence was a T 2 -weighted TSE with acquisition parameters TR = 3000 ms, TE = 160 ms, and slice thickness = 3 mm. These microwave images were reconstructed from data recorded at 1300 MHz (vs 1100 MHz in Fig. 5 ). The tank was filled with a solution of 80% glycerin (20% tap water) having measured dielectric properties of ε r = 20.9 and σ = 1.22 S/m, respectively. A 10.8 cm diameter tube representing an approximate breast cross-section was filled with an 84% solution of glycerin (16% water) and 4.2 and 2.0 cm diameter offset cylindrical regions were placed inside and consisted of 72% and 55% glycerin:water mixtures. The properties of the three regions were ε r = 16.1 and σ = 1.03 S/m, ε r = 30.2 and σ = 1.51 S/m, and ε r = 51.2 and σ = 1.44 S/m, respectively. The three regions were nominally intended to mimic the properties of a fatty breast, fibroglandular tissue and tumor, although the corresponding electrical conductivities were larger than expected for this composition (especially for fat). Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present the recovered 1300 MHz permittivity and conductivity images of the phantom using our standard Tikhonov regularization and the soft-prior regularization that exploits the MR-derived prior information. In Fig. 7(a) , the phantom and its inclusions are visible in the permittivity image reconstructed with the standard (no priors) MT approach but with some artifacts. Well-defined inclusions are less visible in the conductivity image, in part because of the reduced property contrast in the constituent liquids. Circles are drawn over the MT images to indicate the exact locations of the phantom and inclusions. The average property values recovered in the two inclusions were 25.1 and 1.27 S/m, and 29.1 and 1.25 S/m, respectively, which are considerably lower than the actual values. For the soft prior images in Fig. 7(b) , the average values in the phantom background and inclusions are ε r = 16.7 and σ = 1.03 S/m for the 10.8 cm cylinder, ε r = 28.6 and σ = 1.41 S/m for the 4.2 cm cylinder, ε r = 47.3 and σ = 1.27 S/m for the 2.0 cm cylinder, respectively. These values are closer to the actual properties (6% and 9% average error in permittivity and conductivity, respectively, relative to 30% and 16% without priors) and demonstrate that the soft prior technique is quantitatively more accurate than the standalone approach. 
3.D. Breast images
We imaged a 43 year old woman in our combined MRMT system under an IRB-approved experimental protocol with informed consent. The subject had heterogeneously dense breasts, a body mass index of 25, and no known breast abnormalities. The MR exam consisted of axial T 1 images with TR = 82.9 ms, TE = 10 ms, and slice thickness = 3 mm, using two circular flex coils, as shown in Fig. 9 . The MT data were acquired over a frequency range of 900-1700 MHz in increments of 200 MHz.
Figure 10(a) shows the subject positioned prone on the MR table with the MT platform located below. Figure 10 (b) presents an anatomically coronal T 1 -weighted MR image at the midplane of the active section of the MT antenna array. In this geometry, the monopole antennas were oriented vertically (and perpendicularly) to the horizontal MR-image plane. They appear as the black/white artifacts uniformly positioned around the breast in Fig. 10(b) cross-section. Because both the antennas and breast are visible in the MR image, coregistration of the two for soft prior spatial encoding is automatic. MR image SNR of the relatively uniform fat was 13 dB. discrete zones (one larger and two smaller) were identified but were assumed to be of similar electrical properties during the soft prior MT image reconstruction. The mesh was comprised of 2473 nodes and 4647 elements. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the 1300 MHz reconstructed images from the standalone MT (no priors) and MRMT (soft prior) regularization schemes, respectively. In the former, the breast perimeter is discernible in both permittivity and conductivity along with evidence of the general fat-fibroglandular structure of the internal parenchyma. The soft-prior MRMT images are essentially homogeneous for the fatty and fibroglandular tissue segmentations from MR. The recovered values are comparable to published ex vivo results for these tissue types. 20 Specifically, the MRMT adipose properties were ε r = 8.8 and σ = 0.09 S/m, while those for fibroglandular tissue were ε r = 40.7 and σ = 0.96 S/m, whereas the published values for these tissue types are ε r = 4.8 and σ = 0.05 S/m for adipose, and ε r = 39.4 and σ = 0.75 S/m for fibroglandular tissue, respectively (assuming 50% adipose content in the fibroglandular region). 
DISCUSSION
While serial MR and MT breast exams are possible, and steps can be taken to immobilize the breast during the two imaging studies (for example, by using a thermoplastic form molded to the specific breast shape of interest as is commonly used during radiotherapy) 56 to facilitate spatial registration of the image data, the additional exam time and the imperfect spatial and temporal relationships between the two imaging studies are impediments to the clinical evaluation/validation of combining MT and MR data for diagnostic decision-making. Thus, in this paper, we combine MT with MR as a coregistered multimodality breast imaging platform that exploits the fine spatial resolution of MR with the highly specific breast properties from MT. However, significant challenges exist when combining any technique with MR that are related to the physical size constraints and extreme electromagnetic environment inside the bore of the scanner. MT corruption of MR signal was minimized by reducing overall metal content and carefully selecting cable and connector composition. Proximity to the breast volume of interest is also important and sufficient image quality (MR SNR of 13 dB) was obtained, although further optimization is needed and custom-MR coil integration will likely be required to achieve diagnostic quality MR breast images in the future. Suppression of MT multipath signals that corrupt the data of interest has been maintained by preserving antenna array feedline length in the lossy coupling fluid, despite the reduction in tank height necessary to accommodate MR bore size limitations.
MR effects on the MT signal acquisition has also been investigated. Cascaded high-pass filters were added to each MT channel to eliminate contamination from the MR RF signals. While the Larmor frequency (128 MHz) is far from our MT operating frequencies, the relatively high power levels were found to desensitize the MT receiver front-end amplifiers and effectively switched-off the small signal amplification that is necessary for effective MT imaging in tissue volumes comparable to the breast. Experiments demonstrated that once the signal from the fundamental Larmor frequency was rejected, high-quality MT data were acquired.
Phantom experiments are reported which show MT image reconstructions from data acquired inside the scanner bore are very similar to those recovered from the same phantom when the MT array was located outside the scanner bay. The first phantom images reconstructed from MT data collected simultaneously with MR imaging is also presented. The structural information from the MR scans was used to form a computational mesh of the imaging field-of-view for reconstruction of MT electrical permittivity and conductivity images. The improvement in property recovery in breast-sized phantoms with associated inclusions is dramatic. Specifically, in the larger inclusion the average electrical permittivity and conductivity errors are reduced from 17% to 5% and from 15% to 7%, respectively. Similarly, the corresponding errors in the smaller inclusion are reduced from 43% to 7% and from 13% to 12%. The accompanying breast images are also encouraging because they demonstrate that simultaneous collection of both MR and MT data is possible on a subject during a procedure that is similar to a standard MR exam. The resulting MT property images appear to be more accurate in terms of electrical permittivity and conductivity values for adipose and fibroglandular tissue when the structural information from MR is segmented into these dominant tissue types and corresponding regions within the breast.
While the MRMT breast imaging platform described here demonstrates the feasibility of acquiring MT data simultaneously with MR imaging, and the potential improvements in MT property accuracy gained by incorporating MR structural priors into the MT image reconstruction process, the approach still needs further investigation before it will be ready for clinical evaluation. Specifically, even though we have minimized the impact of the metal components of the MT antenna array (and associated connectors and cabling) on MR image quality, the breast images obtained during the human subject exam are not of sufficient diagnostic quality to be viable in practice. Our coil configuration was too far from the breast and not sufficiently integrated with the MT imaging tank to deliver the image quality required. A more fully integrated approach, for example, by embedding the MR breast imaging coils directly into the MT imaging tank, appears possible and is worth pursuing in the future. Additionally, the signal control, processing, and amplification for MR imaging could be integrated into the exam platform housing which would offer substantially improved performance.
CONCLUSION
Even though many levels of additional integration of MT with MR can be pursued in the future, the results presented here are encouraging. They represent the first demonstration of a simultaneous multimodality MRMT breast exam delivered to a human subject and indicate that MR priors are likely to substantially improve the accuracy of imaging electrical properties with MT data, which motivates pursuit of a fully integrated multimodality MRMT breast imaging platform.
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